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With the progress of science and technology, the construction of intelligent teaching is also developing and making progress.
Intelligent teaching is a kind of teaching mode with the help of emerging information technology such as the Internet of things,
cloud computing, and big data to build a diversi�ed classroom. �e construction of intelligent teaching is one of the important
parts in the �eld of education informatization, and it is also an active �eld. �e research in this area is bene�cial to China’s growth
of information education. Online education has progressed signi�cantly in the context of the intelligent Internet of �ings. �e
focus of this paper is on violin online education. In the course of the research, it was discovered that violin teachers have little
control over their students’ after-school practice results, and that parents of violin students have little time to supervise their
children’s practice at any given moment. To solve this problem, the mixed speech composed of speech and violin accompaniment
is selected as the research object. Audio signal analysis and neural network algorithm are used for analysis and research. �e time
domain and frequency domain characteristics of various audio signals are analyzed, including sparsity of speech signals and
repeatability of music signals. �e logarithmic power spectrum of audio signal is selected as the characteristic parameter, the
sample is preprocessed and the feature is extracted, and the sound source separation model based on deep neural network is
realized. �e PESQ index was used to evaluate the separation results after using the audio source separation model to separate the
mixed speech consisted of speech and violin accompaniment. By comparing the PESQ evaluation results of 40, 50 and 60
iterations, the model converges when the number of iterations is 50. �e comparison between the model and L-MMSE algorithm
shows that the performance of the model is better in speech source separation. �e system will serve for the automatic evaluation
of violin teachers’ homework and the remote practice supervision of teachers and parents.

1. Introduction

With the development of society, the service industry ac-
counts for an increasing proportion in all industries of the
country and companies also require young people to have
more soft power in the process of recruitment. It is a per-
sonal plus for job seekers to have a special talent in music. In
the process of educating their children, they pay special
attention to quality education. �e entertainment atmo-
sphere of modern society is increasing day by day. Various
singing competitions and talent shows on the media also
promote the enthusiasm of young people to learn music.
�ere are more and more music education training insti-
tutions in themarket, and people’s access tomusic education
has become more abundant.

In the �eld of music, the study of various instruments is
an important component. �e violin is the most important
instrument in the modern orchestra, which is widely spread
all over the world. At the same time, the violin plays an
extremely important role in all Musical Instruments, so it is
called “after Musical Instruments.” Violin sounds like hu-
man voice, it is suitable for the expression of tenderness,
enthusiasm, happiness, solemn, and other feelings.�ere are
many advantages to learning the violin. Among many
musical instruments, the violin is small in size and light in
weight, which is suitable for carrying around and playing
outside [1]. �e violin needs both linkage, e�ectively pro-
mote the balanced development of the left and right brain;
often, playing the violin can improve one’s own music ac-
complishment and aesthetic ability, and at the time of the
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violin playing, one makes oneself immersed in a beautiful
violin performance, can edify their sentiment, reduce stress
and depression, and give yourself a happy day.

With the development of the Internet, the transmission
cost of information has dropped sharply. *e education
industry can be highly informationized due to its knowledge
attributes, so online education is developing rapidly. In the
first half of 2020, due to the impact of the epidemic, all
primary and secondary schools and institutions of higher
learning could not reopen normally, and online education
has become an important basis for continuous school sus-
pension due to its noncontact nature [2]. With so many
benefits, online education is developing rapidly in China,
with many excellent products emerging in the field of music
education. Traditional education requires space and small
class teaching, while the Internet nature of online education
can greatly reduce the cost of education, so that the cost of
education is reduced and even free online courses appear.
*e wide audience of Internet products makes the con-
centration of the industry increase rapidly, excellent
teaching materials and teachers can be spread quickly and
widely, and the quality of education that people get is also
higher than the traditional education model [3]. With the
development of artificial intelligence technology, all sorts of
intelligent functions are also embedded in music education
software, such as music practice recommendations, intel-
ligent music-level rating, the intelligent software and
connect with electronic violin, realize the combination of
software and hardware, can according to the practitioners
of violin key intelligent error correction, intelligent with
spectrum, and greatly improve the learners’ learning en-
thusiasm and efficiency. With the popularity of smart
phones, a large number of mobile software for music ed-
ucation has come into our sight [4]. *rough market re-
search, we found that most of the musical instrument
education software in the market focus on providing
musical instrument teaching videos for learners, or real-
time transmission of the practitioner’s finger-pointing
and instrument pronunciation to the instrument teacher
through the video function of the mobile phone, so as to
realize the accompaniment and remote guidance for
musical instrument learning.

Although there are so many musical instrument-
teaching products on themarket, we also found somemarket
gaps in the market survey. Children generally need 1–2
hours to practice the violin every day, but in daily life,
parents are busy with work, so it is difficult to spend a large
period of time to supervise their children’s practice. Most of
the time, children need to practice alone at home, and the
quality and length of practice are difficult to guarantee.
Moreover, the instrument teacher’s time is limited, and the
children can finish the after-school exercise homework with
quality and quantity guaranteed. Parents are not profes-
sional instrument teachers, and it is difficult to evaluate their
children’s practice results quantitatively.

Music is a collection of distinct frequency components at
different periods in terms of signal processing. Even if the
identical piece of music is played by different instruments,
there will be significant variances in hearing, as well as

distinct time and frequency domain features. A very im-
portant research direction is to figure out how to utilize a
computer to recognize these traits and to analyses and
recognize music signals. *is not only helps people to un-
derstand the essence of music more deeply but also can be
applied in music teaching and searching. Based on this,
people can analyze and process the massive music resources
on the network and reduce the noise of audio to obtain better
audio quality. For the field of audio processing, is the focus
of all parties, there are many foreign research institutes and
colleges on the field of audio processing research, and
achieved some results [5–10]. It can also facilitate infor-
mation retrieval of music. *us, greatly facilitated the dis-
semination and communication of music. *e sound source
separation model of a deep neural network is utilized to
separate mixed speech, and the speech quality evaluation
(PESQ) index is employed to evaluate the separation results
in order to achieve sound source separation. *en, using a
deep neural network-based sound source separation model,
the sound source of the mixed audio of speech and violin is
separated.

*e following is the paper’s organization paragraph: In
Section 2, the related work is provided.*e suggested work’s
approaches are examined in Section 3. *e trials and results
are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the research job is
completed in Section 5.

2. Related Works

2.1. Research Status of Intelligent Internet of "ings.
Artificial intelligence of things (AIoT) involves information
processing, artificial intelligence, Internet of *ings, fog
computing, edge computing, cloud computing, and many
other technologies and is multilearning. *e product of
intersection and integration of science and technology has
been widely used in smart city, smart home, smart medical
treatment, intelligent transportation, intelligentmanufacturing,
and other scenarios [5]. However, the development of the
Intelligent Internet of *ings is still in its early stage, facing
many problems and challenges that need to be solved, such as
architecture, security and trust management, heterogeneous
data fusion and processing, heterogeneous network fusion, and
complex event processing collaboration. However, the wide
interest, participation, and support from industry and acade-
mia makes us confident about the future development of in-
telligent IoT [6]. It is believed that in the near future, the
intelligent Internet of *ings field will be born with strong
innovative and influential landmark results, innovative ap-
plication mode, and new related-technology solutions, etc., to
promote the artificial intelligence Internet of *ings continue
to mature.

At present, AIoT implementation, especially commercial
implementation, is mostly based on 4G technology. Com-
pared with 4G, 5G will bring great changes in communi-
cation and data exchange. Its high speed and low delay are
expected to further expand and extend the application
scenarios of AIoT, such as real-time application scenarios
(remote control, remote intelligent medical treatment, real-
time monitoring, etc.,) that require higher bandwidth and
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time limit [7]. However, challenges such as energy con-
sumption, multiscene/cross-domain service collaboration,
interoperability, and user-orientedness must be addressed
before 5G can be used in AIoT. Javaid discussed the inev-
itability of incorporating artificial intelligence technology
into the Internet of *ings based on 5G network architec-
ture, as well as the impact of AI on 5G Internet of *ings
dynamic spectrum management, heterogeneous device in-
tegration, interoperability, and energy savings. Wang pro-
poses a next-generation Internet connectivity framework
called 5G Smart IoT. Figure 1 illustrates the AIoT model.

*e architecture makes full use of the latest commu-
nication technologies as well as AI technologies such as big
data mining, deep learning, and reinforcement learning to
help intelligently process Iot big data and attempt to opti-
mize communication channels. Patel et al. roposed that
AIoT model should be constructed from the perspective of
engineering application based on the scientific theoretical
knowledge related to AI and IoT [8]. Hu designed a set of
home network communication protocols for the needs of
home sensing and control, and based on this, designed a
shared home network construction framework. Lin et al. has
developed a household robot that can be remotely controlled
using a smartphone [9]. Adiono has proposed a smart home
software application based on the Internet of*ings, capable
of automatically intelligent control of home appliances based
on operational commands or behaviors, and protecting
communication security and privacy through encryption.

2.2. Research Status of Violin Teaching. With the rapid de-
velopment of social economy in our country, on the basis of
the materials that are rich, people having higher spiritual
pursuit, especially in recent years, and the state is advocating
quality education unceasingly thorough popular feeling,
prompting more parents to choose to let children have
access to art education, especially in recent years, increasing
the number of people to learn the violin, but the violin
teachers are scarce.*e traditional one-to-one model cannot
meet the huge demand of violin market, which promotes the
development of violin collective class in China [10]. How-
ever, due to the violin class collective development time
being relatively late in our country, an imperfect teaching
system, teachers and parents’ lack of understanding of
collective violin lessons, and various problems in the practice
process, collective study of violin class teaching to develop
violin education universally, and respond to a nation’s call,
cultivation of all-round development of talent has a pro-
found significance.

With the development of the times, especially the
popularization of Internet, multimedia, and mobile phone,
mobile terminals and the cross application of science and
technology in other fields, the teaching of violin collective
class should closely keep up with the times and serve for our
violin teaching. First of all, one should make full use of
multimedia in our teaching processes, such as in class for the
children to find related-audio video data section of this
course, let the children know as much as possible about their
music from an image understanding, can also share with the

children violin-playing videos to enhance the children’s
interest, and to join in the process of teaching and learning
violin-content-related pictures, and videos. Or after class, a
WeChat group can be established, where children can send
practice videos to the group, and teachers can make timely
comments, so as to enhance the efficiency of children’s violin
practice and the frequency of communication with teachers
[11]. Second, science and technology in other fields can be
flexibly applied to teaching, such as the combination of
recording major and violin teaching. First, computer music
arrangement function can be used to create and compose
music that students are learning to play with pleasant ac-
companiment. Second, after students learn several pieces of
music, teachers can organize students to go into the re-
cording studio to record, and collective class students can
adopt a variety of ways to play music in undivided play,
which can not only stimulate students’ great interest but also
learn to listen to evaluate their own voice and performance
in the recording process [12]. Teachers can post students’
recording results on various short video platforms once they
have been recorded, which can boost students’ confidence,
promote violin art, and help the violin flourish and spread.
Finally, the Internet and mobile terminals are employed to
break traditional teaching’s space and time limits. At
present, there are many apps available for teachers to teach
violin online. Teachers can connect students from different
places on the Internet at the same time for online group class
interaction. By using the new and interesting operations in
the App, students’ enthusiasm in learning violin can be
improved and their sense of participation strengthened [13].
At present, there are many musical instrument education
products on the Internet, among which the most famous are
Knger, Violin Bar, violin coach, and practice together. *ey
are all mobile applications and each has its own
characteristics:

(1) Knger is a main instrument in the teaching of music
education software, it needs for different levels of
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Figure 1: AIoT is the fusion of IoT and AI.
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users, the free online video teaching instrument, its
characteristic is to have a lot of instruments teaching
video and song resources, and has carried on the
system of teaching resources classification, make
students of different levels choose according to their
own situation different classes and process to learn
[14]. Kinger also provides a music-level rating test,
but the content of the test focuses on music theory
knowledge, listening to music, and recognizing
music.

(2) Violin Coach is a violin education software that
focuses on game teaching. It also provides free video
courses and music library. Its feature is that it in-
tegrates a series of games of listening to music and
recognizing music in the application. From the most
basic music theory, users can learn violin even if they
do not know the stuff. *e software can obtain the
user’s playing process by connecting the intelligent
instrument, but the cost is high because the intel-
ligent instrument hardware specified by the software
needs to be purchased. It is mainly aimed at ele-
mentary students, students can play and learn
according to the key tips in the process of practice;
this way can make the students playing and learning
very interesting.

(3) To play the violin, and to have both web applications
and mobile app to play the violin, please provide the
free score and teaching video, and provide themusic-
culture practice, listening practice, such as tools,
compared with the former two apps. To play the
violin, the characteristic is to construct a perfect
online education community, in the online com-
munity. *ere are many famous teachers, teacher
ancillary practice provides rich resources, and stu-
dents performance audio can be posted online to
invite teachers to comment on it, forming online
interactive teaching [15]. Intelligent violin to play the
violin, a song to practice can be connected, through
the process of intelligent monitoring user violinist,
rating and to play, but playing process can only
follow the melody fixed rhythm, according to the
screen display of notes being played, at the same time
due to the intelligent guitar and intelligent violin also
specifying the hardware for software, cost is higher.

(4) With practice a large, medium, and violin practice
scoring procedures, it can practice audio collection,
and then for practitioners, feedback where wrong,
pitch, rhythm, speed deviation, let the student get the
practice feedback in time, improve the learning ef-
ficiency, but the practice together requires practi-
tioners to score beat synchronization in the app, once
the score of the practitioners and software Out of
sync will affect the rating of the app, which connects
to an electric violin to track the user’s performance.

2.3.ResearchStatus of SoundSource Separation. Mixed audio
source separation has become a hot topic in the field of audio
signal processing in recent years, thanks to the rapid

development of modern music signal-processing technology
and computer technology. Monophonic mixed audio source
separation has gotten a lot of attention in recent decades as a
prominent instance of audio signal processing. For the field
of audio processing, is the focus of all parties, there are many
foreign research institutes and colleges on the field of audio
processing research, and achieved some results [16]. *e
Digital Music Center of Queen Mary University of London
and the Music and Acoustics Computer of Stanford Uni-
versity in the United States have made outstanding research
in this field. *ere are also some international competitions
or events in the direction of audio signal processing, such as
the famous competition.*is competition provides a unified
data source as a test for many cutting-edge technologies and
algorithms in the field of music information retrieval. It is
also a fair and reliable evaluation platform in the field of
music signal processing.

Pendor used nonnegative matrix decomposition sepa-
ration technology to study the establishment of repetitive
structure of music and how to extract background music.
Although NMF separation technology may split the music
spectrum used for research into numerous fundamental
audio files, if there are multiple musical instruments in the
audio, time-frequency aliasing will occur when the different
musical instruments play. Ni adopts the two-dimensional
sparse matrix nonnegative matrix decomposition model
extended from the traditional NMF algorithm and adopts
the empirical mode decomposition algorithm to preprocess
the mixed music signals, and clustering the audio signals to
make them become the instrument audio source [17]. Be-
cause the prior information of audio harmonic spectrum is
easily constructed from sine model, sine model is often used
as the fitting model of audio harmonic signal. Ren constructs
three different harmonic spectrum peaks in the instrument
audio structure fitted by sinusoidal model and uses filters to
deal with overlapping harmonics to achieve the purpose of
instrument audio separation. Guo uses the method of least
mean square frequency estimation to realize the separation
of mixed audio sources based on sinusoidal model. Duan et
al. proposed a monophonic speech source separation al-
gorithm based on interframe correlation and fundamental
frequency state [18]. Based on the prior information of the
music signal, Xiao used principal component analysis to fit
the probability model of the musical instrument’s mood, and
then synthesized the audio signal by stacking harmonics
matching the model.

Many machine-learning techniques have been used to
the direction of audio source separation and have yielded
positive results. Zou deduces the fundamental frequency and
harmonic parameters of different audio frequencies using a
Bayesian probability model, extracts characteristics, and uses
the extracted features to differentiate instrument sources.
*e existing vector quantization algorithm is improved by
using a large amount of prior histogram of training data to
achieve speech separation.*e pattern-driven approach uses
some statistical methods to simulate potential source signals
[19]. Although pattern-based techniques provide high-
quality isolation of speech and music output, computational
complexity is a major disadvantage of these approaches. Liu
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proposed a hybrid PCA-VQ model based on k-means
clustering. *e goal of PCA is to map data to linear map-
pings in lower-dimensional Spaces, so as to maximize data
changes in the new space.

As an efficient algorithm built by imitating the neural
structure of human brain, neural network algorithm has
been widely used in many fields, such as image recognition,
and also used for mixed-audio source separation. Ma in-
troduces the development of a noise reductionmodule based
on neural network. However, it is necessary to adapt to the
noise with mismatched speech in the test. Bagaam studies a
blind separation algorithm combining empirical mode de-
composition and mutual information maximization for
underdetermined speech music signal separation. Tzinis et al.
proposed an improved supervised single channel signal
separation method based on deep recursive neural network
(DRNN) model [20].*e separation ability of neural network
is improved. *e fusion of neural network algorithm and
traditional audio source separation algorithm is also the re-
search direction of audio source separation. Sachdev com-
bined the traditional NMF algorithm with the deep neural
network algorithm, and used NMF to initialize DNN for
single-channel speech source separation.

3. Algorithm Design

3.1. Overall Framework. In this paper, we study that the
module is a part of the violin online education platform.*e
platform’s goal is to make full use of the Internet connection
properties. Low cost makes the violin practitioners at home
get good coaches of online teaching and guidance. For
learners to provide high-quality video self-study resource,
coaches, parents, and the violin hand, all the activities are
transferred to online. *rough online, the automatic op-
eration of the platform can reduce the teaching cost of
coaches, improve the supervision efficiency of parents, and
fully mobilize the enthusiasm of violin players to practice.

In order to achieve the goal of audio source separation of
mixed audio, it is necessary to analyze the characteristics of
mixed audio of human voice and various musical instru-
ments, and find out the characteristics that can distinguish
different kinds of audio. *e selection of characteristic
parameters is very important and will directly affect the
result of acoustic source separation. How to select the ap-
propriate characteristic parameters is worth studying? In
order to select the characteristic parameters, the time do-
main and frequency domain characteristics of all kinds of
audio should be analyzed first to find out the different
characteristics that can separate all kinds of audio sources,
and then use these characteristics to separate different audio
sources. *e overall frame of audio source separation is
shown in Figure 2, and the time domain and frequency
domain features of audio signals are extracted.

*e musical signal’s temporal properties are determined
by the instrument being performed. Distinct instruments
make different sounds, and varying instruments produce
different audio durations in the time domain. Moreover, the
energy distribution of audio signals is also different in
different time periods. *e four periods are collectively

called ADSR. When a musical instrument is played, the first
thing it goes through is the initiation stage, which means the
beginning of a sound. *e energy will rise sharply at the
beginning of a sound, and then it will fall back, which is the
attenuation period. After the attenuation period, it enters the
stationary period, and the amplitude lasts almost unchanged
for some time, and then gradually decreases until it dis-
appears. *e initiation stage of a violin is obvious, which
shows that the energy will rise sharply at the beginning of a
note, while for the same note, the energy peak value of a
violin is the same amplitude value [21]. It is worth men-
tioning that the time domain waveform of violin audios and
the inch domain waveform of violin audios can be seen that
the change of violin amplitude is more gentle than violin.
*is shows that a violin has a better continuity of sound, that
is, the vibrations produced by striking the keys of a violin are
more regular than those produced by rubbing the string with
the bow.

In addition to the time domain characteristics, speech
signals also have some frequency domain characteristics.
From the perspective of human subjective feelings, the
frequency range felt by human ears is between 20 and
20 kHz, and the sound in the frequency band gives people
the feeling of no N. For human hearing, the frequency band
between 150 and 250Hz is the low-frequency sensitive part
of human voice. *e measure of 4–6 kHz is the middle and
high frequency part of human ear, which is also the most
sensitive part of human ear [22]. About 10 kHz is the high-
frequency sensitive part of human voice. In general, the
higher the frequency of the signal, the clearer the sound. Its
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Figure 2: Frame diagram of audio source separation model.
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basic principle is to add the fast Fourier transform of
window function. *is can be used as a technique for rough
processing of musical signals. At present, in the field of deep
learning, more and more rough processing data are directly
input into neural network, and the neural network model
can learn and analyze the characteristics of sample data by
itself. For human’s own perception system, the sound of a
long period of time is also divided into small segments for
analysis, and the SIFT process is similar to human’s per-
ception of sound to a large extent.

3.2.Data Preprocessing. As mentioned above, this paper will
study the sound source separation of speech audio and
instrumental audio. In order to analyze the audio charac-
teristics of voice and instrument audio, a certain number of
music fragments are required as data sets, that is, samples.
*e quality and quantity of these samples have great in-
fluence on the result of subsequent feature extraction and
model training. Here, the selection, slicing, audio super-
position, and feature extraction of voice signal and music
signal are described. *e realization of slicing, audio su-
perposition, and feature extraction is mainly introduced to
pave the way for the following part of model realization.

*e data set of the voice part comes from TIMIT sound
library, while the music part is violin music downloaded
from the Internet. *e second part is the data set used for
separation of mixed audio of multiple Musical Instruments.
Since this paper studies instrument separation of violin,
violin music downloaded from the Internet is used.

*e data set of voice and audio comes from TIMIT
Database, which is a 3-second speech fragment. It is suitable
for the following work of audio overlay and feature ex-
traction [23], but used to separate instruments violin audio
and audio downloads from the Internet works violinist
audio and the audio average length in 1 hour or so. Some for
two hours, so the length of the audio file is usually the size of
1–2 g, and so not suitable to be used directly as input audio
and directly with audio function, etc. *erefore, it is nec-
essary to slice violin audio and violin audio. In this paper,
each piece of music is cut into 9 seconds, and the small pieces
are named according to the song name and serial number,
and the slice pieces of different pieces are stored in different
folders.

*e supervised network approach is used, and the
matching pure audio is necessary, because the research
object of this paper is mixed speech and mixed musical
instrument audio; so you need to superimpose the two. Since
the stacking ratio of the two kinds of audio is similar to the
SNR, the SNR is used to refer to the stacking ratio of the two
kinds of audio in this paper. In this paper, mixed voice and
mixed instrument audio are needed for sound source sep-
aration. As supervised neural network algorithm is used for
model training, a large number of mixed audio and cor-
responding pure audio data pairs at each SNR are needed to
make the trained model have good generalization ability. On
the Internet, audio resources that meet such conditions are
hard to find. In order to facilitate the research, the voice

fragments in time library and violin fragments are directly
superimposed here to obtain the mixed voice audio. Add the
violin fragment and violin fragment to get the mixed in-
strument audio.

*e previously obtained audio of mixed voice and mixed
instrument, as well as the corresponding pure audio data, are
only original audio data and cannot be input as samples.
Audio features need to be extracted from them for the
following model training process. *e final output audio
energy of mixed audio signal is the effect of the superposition
of the energy of audio components, and the difference in
time domain is not obvious, and different instruments play
audio differently in the frequency domain. Logarithmic
power spectrum is selected as the feature. From the time
domain waveform of music signal, we can know that music
signal is nonstationary signal, and the effect of Fourier
transform processing nonstationary signal is not very good.
Signals that are very different in the time domain have very
uniform spectra, making it difficult to distinguish these
nonstationary signals. In the field of audio signal processing,
the short-time Fourier transform can be used to deal with
nonstationary signals. STFT uses windowing function to
decompose the whole time-domain process into multiple
short time segments, so that each segment can be regarded as
stationary signals, and then Fourier transform is used to
obtain frequency domain and extract frequency domain
features.

3.3. Sound Source Separation Model. *e previous slicing,
audio overlay, and feature extraction of original voice and
instrument audio are all intended to provide feature data for
the training of the following audio source separation model.
*erefore, the specific content of sound source separation
model based on deep neural network is introduced here. It
should be noted that the sound source separation model
based on deep neural network has designed a five-layer
model.

*e process of deep neural network (DNN) for music
separation is to use artificial neural network to train music
signals, so that the neural network can learn the spectrum
characteristics of each audio component in the mixed audio.
Finally, the network has the ability to output themixed audio
components separately. Depth generally refers to the
number of hidden-layer neural network that is greater than
or equal to three neural network, and the depth of the most
widely used neural network model is the BP neural network.
BP neural network is used in the training process, and there
is the need to constantly seek out the error between the
output signal and the desired output signal, back to the
former level network and the network weight coefficient of
each layer in the ongoing correction until the error is less
than a given threshold. *is is also known as the back-
propagation process.

BP neural network generally consists of input and output
model, weight optimization, error model, and activation
function. *e following are the meanings and calculation
formulas of each model:
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(1) Node output model.
*e node output model formula of the hidden layer
is shown in equation (1):

Hj � f 
M

i�1
wijxi − θj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (1)

*e output model formula of nodes in the output
layer is shown in equation (2):

Yk � f 
N

j�1
tjkHj − θk

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (2)

(2) *e activation function
*e activation function, also known as the transfer
function, reflects the impulse intensity of the lower
input to the upper node. Usually, the activation
function is nonlinear, monotonic, and differentiable;
so you take an s-type function and the range is (0, 1),
which is the function. Tanh function is also a
common activation function. Different from func-
tion, tanh function has a mean value of 0, so the
actual effect of tanh function is better than that of
function. Its mathematical formula is shown in
equation (3):

tanh(x) � 2Sigmoid(2x) − 1. (3)

(3) Error model:
BP neural network will continuously work out the
error between the output signal and the expected
output signal in the learning process, and feed back
to the front-level network. *e error calculation
formula is shown in equation (4):

ep �
1
2



N

i�1
tpi − opi 

2
. (4)

(4) Weight optimization:
When the BP neural network calculates the error
between the output signal and the expected output
signal 3, the front-layer networks at all levels
update the weight values according to the estab-
lished rules. In this process, the weight coefficients
of each layer in the network are constantly revised,
which is called the self-learning model of BP neural
network. *is paper adopts weight optimization of
driving quantity, and its expression is shown in
equation (5):

wij(new) � ηϕioj + αwij(old). (5)

*e sound source separation model of deep neural
network in this paper is shown in Figure 3, which
consists of input layer, hidden layer (three layers),
and output layer. *e number of neurons in each
layer is 1419, 2048, 2048, 2048, and 129, respectively.
*e specific process is that the input vector passes

through the input layer, passes through three hidden
layers in turn, carries out feedforward calculation
with the weight matrix of each layer, and finally
reaches the output layer to obtain the output vector.
*en the self-learning model of BP neural network
can minimize the loss function by modifying the
weight coefficients of each layer in the network. After
the training meets the conditions, the iteration is
stopped and the training result, which is the weight
coefficient of each layer, is returned. *e trained
model will be used to separate the mixed audio.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Data Set. For the separation of mixed
speech audio.*emixed audio composed of voice and violin
accompaniment needs to be obtained first.*e data set of the
voice part comes from TIMIT Database, and the data of
TIMIT Database are all speech fragments ranging from 1
second to several seconds. A 3-second speech segment is
chosen here to assist the subsequent process of audio overlay
and feature extraction. *e violin accompaniment audio is
the violin solo audio acquired from the Internet, which is
normally more than half an hour long, resulting in a huge
file, but the audio overlay operation requires the voice and
the violin accompaniment audio to be the same length.
*erefore, the violin accompaniment audio needs to be
preprocessed and cut into 3-second segments; then comes
the audio superposition stage, in which the voice clip and
violin accompaniment clip of equal length are superimposed
according to six different signal-to-noise ratios (−5, 0, 5, 10,
15, 20).

*e training process of the model is as follows: first, the
speech fragment and the violin accompaniment audio
fragment are obtained from the audio library respectively.
For the violin accompaniment audio fragment, slice pro-
cessing is also required. *e audio is then superimposed on
the equal length of the speech clip and the violin accom-
paniment audio clip to obtain the mixed speech. *en,
feature extraction is carried out for mixed speech audio,
speech fragment, and violin accompaniment audio, re-
spectively. *e work of feature extraction is described in the
previous section, including frame segmentation, short-time
Fourier transform, and logarithmic power spectrum

Input 
Vector

Input 
Layer Hidden Layer Output 

Layer

Output 
Vector

Figure 3: Five-layer deep neural network sound source separation
model.
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extraction, etc. In this frame segmentation process, the
length of each frame is 30ms and the frame shift is 15ms.
Logarithmic power spectrum is 129 dimensional data. *en
comes the model training process, whose input is the log-
arithmic power spectrum characteristics of mixed speech,
speech fragment, and violin accompaniment audio. After the
model training, the speech separation model based on deep
neural network is obtained. After the model training, the
next step is to apply the model to sound source separation,
which is different from the model training stage in two
aspects. One difference is that this is an unsupervised neural
network forward propagation process, so there is no need to
input the logarithmic power spectrum characteristics of
speech clips and violin accompaniment audio. Another dif-
ference is that the output requires waveform reconstruction,
that is, the separated audio component features need to be
converted into a subjectively measured time domain wave-
form file. *e process of waveform reconstruction includes
exponential operation, inverse Fourier transform, and
waveform superposition.

4.2. Evaluation Indicators. Based on the work of the pre-
vious part, the audio files that can be listened to by people
can be obtained after the separation of audio sources of
mixed speech.*e next step is to evaluate the effect of speech
separation, which is related to the quality of the speech
separation model, and the separated voice quality directly
affects the user experience, so it is necessary to accurately
evaluate the voice quality; therefore, the evaluation of the
effect of speech separation is a very important issue. Gen-
erally speaking, there are two evaluation methods: subjective
evaluation and objective evaluation. Subjective evaluation
mainly reflects people’s subjective feelings on the speech
effect. *e specific realization process is to let the listener
listen to the original speech and the separated speech, re-
spectively, and then classify the separated speech and the
original speech according to the similarity degree, and ex-
press the separation effect according to the given grade or
score difference. Objective evaluation is to use mathematical
methods to directly calculate the similarity between the
original speech and the separated speech. It can be evaluated
based on input–output speech or directly evaluated on the
output speech. At present, mature, and practical objective
evaluation criteria include PSQM, AD/MNB, PAMS, and
PESQ.

4.3. Experimental Results and Performance Analysis. We
analyzed the convergence performance of the neural net-
work across the training curve in order to compare the
model’s convergence intuitively. *e BP neural network’s
loss function value diagram is shown in Figure 4. As can be
seen from Figure 4, the BP neural network can converge
within 120 rounds and maintain good recognition perfor-
mance in the verification set.

Figure 5 shows the training accuracy of neural network.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the error function in
Figure 4 has similar results, and the neural network can

achieve recognition accuracy of more than 90% within 120
training rounds.

*e voice and violin accompaniment mix audio on the
depth is based on neural network model of hybrid model
training voice source separation model, and use of the
trained model has been carried out through the audio source
separation, and this can be got from subjective listening to
wav format audio files, and uses the perception of speech
quality evaluation (PESQ) evaluated from the separation
results in this paper. *e following is the analysis of the
experimental results:

Table 1 shows the PESQ evaluation results of voice and
violin audio obtained after acoustic source separation of
original mixed audio and model. Since voice and violin
accompaniment are mixed according to six different SNR,
the results here show the PESQ evaluation value of different
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Figure 4: Neural network training loss function diagram.
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Figure 5: Neural network training accuracy diagram.
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audios under six different SNR. As can be seen from the
table, the average PESQ evaluation value of the original
mixed audio is 2.54 at the six SNR, while the average PESQ
evaluation value of the separated audio and violin audio is
3.36 and 1.57, respectively.

In order to more intuitively show the difference of the
evaluation results of the three kinds of audio, the PESQ
evaluation bar chart of the three kinds of audio are drawn
here, as shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from the bar chart
of PESQ evaluation of the three kinds of audio in Figure 6,
for the original mixed audio and the separated audio, the
PESQ evaluation value also rises in turn with the increase of
SNR from −5 to 20, and the increase is large. *e PESQ
values of the original mixed audio and the separated audio
were 3.72 and 3.69, respectively, when the SNR was 20 dB.
*e PESQ value of violin audio obtained after separation
basically remained stable between 1.26 and 1.34, and reached
the maximum value of 1.38 in 0 dB.*is indicates that in the
process of the SNR increasing from −5 to 20, the proportion
of the voice audio in the 104 audio is increasing, so the
energy of the separated voice audio is greater, so the eval-
uation result will be better, but the improvement of the SNR
has little influence on the violin accompaniment audio.

*e number of iterations in order to test the training
model has an effect on the separation result. Here, 40, 50,
and 60 iterations are used to train the speech source sep-
aration model. *en, the PESQ evaluation value of the voice
and audio obtained after sound source separation under
various SNR is shown in Table 2. As can be seen from
Table 2, when the number of iterations is 40, 50, and 60
during the training model, the average value of PESQ
evaluation of voice and audio obtained after audio source
separation under various SNR is 3.18, 3.32, and 3.27, re-
spectively. It can be known that the PESQ evaluation values
of the three iterations are roughly similar.

In order to more intuitively show the influence of dif-
ferent iterations on the result of audio source separation, the
PESQ evaluation bar chart of the speech separation model
under different training times is drawn, as shown in Figure 7.
As can be seen from Figure 7, under six kinds of SNR, the
PESQ evaluation value of the voice and audio with a single
iteration number keeps increasing, while under the same
SNR, the PESQ evaluation value of the iteration number of
40 times is significantly smaller than that of the iteration
number of 50. Moreover, the PESQ rating value of 50 it-
erations was slightly greater than the PESQ rating value of 60
iterations.*is demonstrates that the model is optimal when

the number of iterations is 50. *erefore, considering the
time factor, the number of iterations is 50, which is ap-
propriate for the sound source separation model based on
deep neural network.

In order to analyze the performance of sound source
separation model based on deep neural network, the optimal
modified least-mean-square log-amplitude spectrum esti-
mation named L-MMSE algorithm is used for performance
comparison. For mixed audio, L-MMSE algorithm also uses
TIMIT database, while nonspeech part uses additive white

Table 1: PESQ evaluation of the three kinds of audio after speech
separation.

SNR (dB) PESQ_union PESQ_voice PESQ_violin
−5 1.64 2.69 1.57
0 2.17 2.94 1.59
5 2.43 3.18 1.73
10 2.72 3.40 1.45
15 3.05 3.49 1.31
20 3.26 3.81 1.54
Avg. 2.54 3.36 1.57
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Figure 6: PESQ evaluation bar chart of the three kinds of audio
after speech separation.

Table 2: PESQ evaluation of speech separation models under
different training times.

SNR (dB) PESQ_voice_40 PESQ_voice_50 PESQ_voice_60
−5 2.58 2.73 2.60
0 2.94 2.91 2.88
5 3.13 3.25 3.23
10 3.26 3.46 3.35
15 3.45 3.58 3.57
20 3.62 3.75 3.73
Avg. 3.18 3.32 3.27
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Figure 7: PESQ evaluation bar chart of speech separation model
under different training times.
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Gaussian noise and other four kinds of noise. *e separation
results were evaluated by PESQ evaluation index, and the
experimental results were shown in Table 3. As can be seen
from Table 3, in the sound source separation model based on
deep neural network used in this paper, the average value of
PESQ evaluation of voice and audio obtained after sound
source separation is 3.26, while the average value of PESQ
evaluation of voice and audio obtained by L-MMSE is 2.68.

To illustrate this problem more intuitively, the PESQ
evaluation bar chart of FDNN and L-MMSE is drawn here,
as shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8, the PESQ
assessment value of speech and audio achieved by DNN is
higher than that obtained by the L-MMSE technique for six
different SNR. *is shows that the sound source separation
model based on deep neural network has better performance
in speech source separation.

5. Conclusions

In the context of intelligent Internet of *ings, online music
teaching is becoming more and more common. However, in
the field of online violin education, there is still a lack of a
complete supervised learning system. Aiming at this
problem, this paper chooses the mixed instrument audio
composed of voice and violin as the research object. *e
sparsity of speech signals and multiple repetitiveness of
music signals is investigated in the time domain and fre-
quency domain of diverse audio sources. Also included are
the sample pretreatment and feature extraction operations,
such as training set selection, simple drying, slicing, audio
overlay, feature extraction, and other procedures.

Developing a deep neural network-based sound source
separation model. A sound source separation model based
on deep neural network is used to separate mixed speech,
and the evaluation of perceptual speech quality is intro-
duced. *e PESQ results of original mixed audio, separated
audio and violin audio at different SNR are analyzed. *e
results show that the model has a good separation effect for
mixed audio. *is method can provide supervision and
scoring functions for violin online learning system.
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